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T V on Roads.

V IrV IT'S the tread! And this is the period of the
I year When your safety and peace of mind Ss.J' must be assured by tires that actually prevent SsTSJ' side slipping. Vi

Fisk Non-Ski-d Tires give this surety on all roads. Have the perfect protection which makes Fisk the safest non- -

Examine this illustration
The basic principle of Fisk Non-Ski- d protection is perfectlyrt-j- T

yU ulnder8,tand lt y wll realize why the Fisk
are the only auto tires that furnish such com-plete protection.

skid tire you can buy.

The Company behind the tire, its
ability and eagerness to make the
best product it knows how to build,
the Fisk policy of insisting that users
shall have full satisfaction and the
product itself which embodies and
justifies the policy these explain
why Fisk is the best dollar-for-doll- ar

tire value now for. the motorist.

They hold fast on hard, wet, .

slippery surfaces, and take a
firm grip for the pull ahead
on softer road beds. They are
the ideal all-year-rou-

nd tire.
When you buy a Fisk Non-Ski- d you
are gettirigmore than temporary anti-

skid protection. The buttons wear
they preserve the non-ski- d character
of the tire through month after
month of usage. .

There is an extraordinary amount of
mileage in the buttons alone, and
throughout their, entire long life you
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